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Background: The exact architecture of the human auditory cortex remains a subject of debate, with
discrepancies between functional and microstructural studies. In a hierarchical framework for sensory
perception, simple sound perception is expected to take place in the primary auditory cortex, while the
processing of complex, or more integrated perceptions is proposed to rely on associative and higher-
order cortices.
Objectives: We hypothesize that auditory symptoms induced by direct electrical stimulation (DES) offer a
window into the architecture of the brain networks involved in auditory hallucinations and illusions. The
intracranial recordings of these evoked perceptions of varying levels of integration provide the evidence
to discuss the theoretical model.
Methods: We analyzed SEEG recordings from 50 epileptic patients presenting auditory symptoms
induced by DES. First, using the Juelich cytoarchitectonic parcellation, we quantified which regions
induced auditory symptoms when stimulated (ROI approach). Then, for each evoked auditory symptom
type (illusion or hallucination), we mapped the cortical networks showing concurrent high-frequency
activity modulation (HFA approach).
Results: Although on average, illusions were found more laterally and hallucinations more poster-
omedially in the temporal lobe, both perceptions were elicited in all levels of the sensory hierarchy, with
mixed responses found in the overlap. The spatial range was larger for illusions, both in the ROI and HFA
approaches. The limbic systemwas specific to the hallucinations network, and the inferior parietal lobule
was specific to the illusions network.
Discussion: Our results confirm a network-based organization underlying conscious sound perception,
for both simple and complex components. While symptom localization is interesting from an epilepsy
semiology perspective, the hallucination-specific modulation of the limbic system is particularly relevant
to tinnitus and schizophrenia.
© 2022 Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
HU Grenoble Alpes, Inserm,
Grenoble, France.

le-alpes.fr (C. Jaroszynski),
hane@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

an open access article under the C
1. Introduction

Conscious experience, whether in health or disease, stems from
the integration of cortical signals originating from a complex
landscape of spatially distinct yet temporally synchronized brain
regions [1]. At the interface with the environment and the sensory
organs, highly specific primary cortices have been proposed to
occupy the ground level of a hierarchical perceptual architecture
[2]. In this framework, the incoming sensory signal is fed forward
with growing levels of integration but decreasing specificity to the
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higher order regions of this hierarchy, in order for perception and
cognitive processes to take place [3]. In the auditory modality, one
therefore expects original sound perceptions to be first encoded in
the posterior superior temporal gyrus, and modulations to be
encoded in secondary, associative, or integrative areas, such as in
the ventral and dorsal auditory streams and the insula [4]. [5].

In epilepsy, conscious perceptions may originate not from pe-
ripheral sensory information but from neural discharges during
seizure activity, directly in the brain regions usually responsible for
these perceptions [6,7]. Thus, the patient's experience of seizures,
or semiology, which initially guides the evaluation and hypothesis
on the possible location of the epileptogenic region [8], also informs
on the cortical localizations and interactions resulting in percep-
tion. In particular, auditory auras found in 1.3e2.4% of focal
epileptic seizures [9,10], have mainly been linked to seizure onset
zones located in the auditory cortex at the posterior portion of the
superior temporal gyrus, including Heschl's gyrus and the auditory
association cortex, as well as in parietal or frontal regions.

Furthermore, DES has proven a good proxy to study brain func-
tion and organisation outside of epileptic seizures, allowing to map
functionally eloquent areas during the clinical work-up prior to
surgery. Past studies using DES have shown that repeated stimula-
tion of the same brain region did not consistently produce the same
effect, and conversely, stimulation of widely distributed areas of the
brain could yield similar symptoms [5]. These elements argue in
favor of a distributed network of interconnected and synchronized
neurons underlying perception and cognitive function, but the way
this network is organized remains an open question.

With the present study, we thus aim at better characterizing the
cortical networks underlying DES-induced auditory hallucinations
and illusions in a large cohort of 50 epileptic patients who under-
went stereotactic intracerebral EEG (SEEG) recordings as part of
their presurgical evaluation. We used DES to interrogate the in-
fluence of the type of perception on the cortical networks involved,
with on one hand hallucinations occurring sine materia, or despite
no external corresponding sound source, and on the other hand
illusions consisting in an abnormal modulation of an existing
sensory input.

First, in a Region Of Interest e ROI e approach, we related the
observed symptoms to the stimulation site. We hypothesized that
both illusions and hallucinations would be evoked from auditory
regions. However, owing to the hierarchical framework for sensory
perception, we expected to find hallucinations mainly elicited in
the primary auditory cortex [5] (regions TE1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 in Jue-
lich's atlas), while the modulatory component specific to illusions
was expected to be triggered by stimulation to secondary associa-
tive or higher order auditory regions of the temporal lobe, or even
regions of the ventral and dorsal auditory streams [6]. In addition,
we expected to find no primary auditory sites to elicit illusions.

Then, we performed probabilistic mapping of high frequency
activities (HFA, 70e150 Hz) elicited locally and at distant sites
during stimulation, when auditory symptoms were produced, to
establish the link between the observed symptoms and the cortical
network disturbed by the stimulation procedure. From a method-
ological standpoint we hypothesized that the cortical modulations
observed during stimulation are representative of the subsequent
perceptual consequence. By confining to the time window defined
by the stimulation, and with appropriate management of the
stimulation artifact, results will thus be free of post-discharge
related biases.

From a symptom mapping point of view, we expect for both
phenomena to be linked to networks of auditory processing,
involving the superior temporal lobe from its posterior primary
auditory cortex, to its anterior semantic processing related regions,
as well as the fronto-parietal regions of the motor integration. We
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also expect the limbic system, with the insula, hippocampus,
amygdala, and cingulate cortex [11], to play a significant role in the
involved networks, particularly given that both illusions and hal-
lucinations diverge from the normal sensory representations. There
are two aspects of the limbic system that seem particularly rele-
vant. First, the perception of abnormal sounds, identified as not
originating from the normal environment, is likely to bear an
abnormal emotional valence, which would be determined in
particular in the anterior insula and amygdala. The second aspect
relates to the gating mechanisms mediated by auditory limbic
connections, which have been extensively studied in the context of
tinnitus [12e15], a phantom sound perceptionwhich would belong
to the hallucination category as defined in the present study.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 109 patients presenting focal drug resistant epilepsy
found eligible for surgery underwent standard pre-surgical evalua-
tions using intracerebral recordings at Grenoble-Alpes University
Hospital. All patients gave written informed consent to carry out
SEEG exploration as well as non-invasive examinations including
high resolution magnetic resonance (MRI) imaging, video-EEG
monitoring, neuropsychological assessment, and computed to-
mography (CT) scanning. For the purpose of this study, we reviewed
the results of all DES procedures performed over the period of time,
following standardized procedures used at the hospital [16]. We
identified 50 patients who experienced auditory symptoms during
SEEG evaluation, with the electrically induced auditory symptoms
unrelated to normal seizure symptoms (patient characteristics are
documented in supplementary material: Table 1).

2.2. Electrode implantation and localization

Cortical implantation selection was entirely based on clinical
purposes, with no reference to the present experimental protocol.
Eleven to fifteen semi-rigid, multi-lead electrodes were stereo-
tactically implanted in each patient (stereotactic EEG eSEEG-)
[17,18] using a robot-assisted technique [19]. The SEEG electrodes
had a diameter of 0.8 mm and, depending on the target structure,
consisted of 8e15 contact leads 2 mm wide and 1.5 mm apart (i.e.
3.5 mm center-to-center, DIXI Medical Instruments). Implantation
was unilateral in 35 cases (11 right-sided, 24 left-sided) and bilateral
in 16 cases. Patients underwent a preoperative MRI scan and a post-
operativeMRI or CT scan. Preoperative and postoperative scanswere
co-registered in order to obtain electrode position coordinates in
subject space. Transform to standard space was computed using
SPM12 (Statistical Parametric Mapping 12,Wellcome Department of
Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm), and electrode positions were then expressed in MNI
coordinates. Visual inspection for all electrode locations was per-
formed, to check for correct co-registration and to detect whether
contacts were in grey or white matter. Neuroanatomical labelling of
MNI coordinates of electrode contacts was performed using an in-
house software, IntrAnat Electrodes [20]. The Juelich Brain atlas
parcellation scheme was chosen to define the regions of interest of
the present study for its high precision, based on post-mortem
cytoarchitectonic analysis, in the peri-auditory regions [21,22].

2.3. SEEG recordings and stimulations

2.3.1. Experimental setup
SEEG recordings lasted from 1 to 3 weeks. A Micromed audio-

video-EEG monitoring system was used to carry out experiments
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Table 1
Synthesis and classification of des-evoked symptoms examined in the present study.

All AS Hallucinations Illusions Mixed

all simple complex HS þ HC all HS þ I HC þ I

n ¼ 131 n ¼ 57 n ¼ 42 n ¼ 12 n ¼ 1 n ¼ 64 n ¼ 10 8 2

DCS side: Right/Left Hemisphere 53/77 19/36 12/31 5/6 0/0 28/35 5/5 3/5 1/0
Mean DES intensity (1e3 mA) 1,49 1,44 1,60 1,52 3 1,54 1,40 1,50 1,00
Mean DES duration (1e6 s) 4,04 3,88 3,88 4,58 3 4,19 5,00 4,63 6,50
AS lateralization
Contralateral to the DES site 57 30 24 5 1 25 2 1 1
Ipsilateral to the DES site 4 3 3 1
Bilateral 70 24 17 7 38 8 7 1
Associated signs
none 105 47 37 10 49 9 8 1
somato-sensory/visual 7/2 4/0 3/0 1/0 3/2
vestibular/vegetative 4/1 1/1 1/0 0/1 3/0
facial flushing/feeling of warmth 1/2 0/2 0/2 1/0
strangeness (environment)/feeling lost 1/1 1/1
cephalic sensation/auditory d�ej�a-vu 1/1 0/1 0/1 1/0
akinesia/tonic motor/aphasia 1/1/5 0/1/2 0/1/2 1/0/3
DCS sites
Perirhinal cortex - BA36 2 1 1 1
Temporal pole - BA38 1 1
STG - BA22 (anterior part) 6 3 2 1 2 1 1
STG - BA22 (posterior part) 7 3 2 1 3 1 1
STG - BA22/42 12 3 3 7 2 1 1
STG - BA52 3 1 1 2
STG - BA52/41 2 2
TTG - BA41 27 13 13 1 12 2 1 1
TTG (BA41/42) 1 1 1
TTG - BA42 15 7 7 7 1 1
TTG - WM 2 2 2
STS - BA22 (anterior part) 4 2 2 2
STS - BA22 (posterior part) 1 1 1
STS - BA22/21 (anterior part) 2 1 1 1
STS - BA22/21 (posterior part) 2 1 1 1
STS - posterior part (BA21) 1 1 1
STS - BA22/21 (posterior part) 3 1 1 2
STS - BA21 (anterior part) 1 1
MTG - anterior part (BA21) 2 2
MTG - posterior part (BA37) 1 1
Insula - anterior part 2 2 2
Insula - posterior part 14 9 6 3 4 1 1
IPL (BA39/40) 5 2 2 3
IPL (BA40) 2 2
IPL (WM) 1 1
posterior cingulate gyrus (BA23) 1 1 1
posterior cingulate gyrus (BA31) 1 1
OFC (BA11/12) 2 2
IFG (BA44) 4 1 1 3
IFG (WM) 1 1
Mean latency (0e16 s) 2,86 2,61 2,48 3,25 6 3,19 2,20 2,00 3,00
Bilateral AS ipsiL > contraL 1 1
Bilateral AS contraL > IpsiL 6 4 2 1 1
Bilateral AS non predominance 57 14 7 7 37 6 6
high pitched noise/low pitched noise 9/5 7/4 7/4 2/1 2/1
whistling/buzzing/sizzling 9/10/4 7/8/3 6/8/3 1/0/0 2/2/1 2/2/1
whooshing/whirring sound 3/3 3/3 3/3
other sound 9 9 9
song, music/speaking voices 3/4 3/4 1/0 2/3 0/1
noise evoking a specific animal/object 1/5 1/4 1/4 1/1 1/1
other HC 1 1 1
clogged ear 15 13 2 2
clogged ear þ resonance 4 4
clogged ear þ echo 1 1
decreased intensity/increased intensity 6/6 6/5 0/1 0/1
decreased tonality/increased tonality 5/2 4/0 1/2 1/1 0/1
decreased intensity þ tonality 1 1
echo 25 22 3 2 1
echo þ decreased intensity 2 2
echo þ decreased tonality 1 1
echo þ increased tonality 5 4 1 1
echo þ delayed perception 1 1
resonance/delayed perception/other 4/2/2 4/2/2
delayed perception þ resonance 1 1
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(Micromed, Treviso, Italy) offering up to 128 recording contacts,
with a sampling frequency of 512 Hz, and acquisition bandpass
filter between 0.1 and 200 Hz. Acquisition was performed using a
referential montage with the reference electrode located in the
white matter and all other recording sites in the grey matter. For
signal analysis, a bipolar montage between adjacent contacts of the
same electrode was used, to improve sensitivity to local current
generators.

DES was typically performed in 1 to 3-h sessions over multiple
days under continuous video-EEG monitoring, to reproduce the
patient's habitual clinical seizures and to map functionally relevant
areas to be spared during surgery. DES was applied between two
adjacent electrode contacts (bipolar stimulus) using a current
generator delivering alternative square wave pulses (Micromed,
Treviso, Italy), and according to parameters known to produce no
structural damage [23]. Following standard clinical procedure [16],
DES was performed at 1 Hz (pulse width: 1 ms; DES duration: 40s)
and at 50 Hz (pulse width: 0.5e1 ms; DES duration: 5s), with
stepwise increasing intensities (0.5 to a maximum of 5 mA) until
clinical responses were elicited (after-discharges or electro-clinical
seizures).

The experimental setup allowed patients to be sitting upwards
on the bed, facing the camera. Tasks typically included counting or
listing series of words. Depending on the expected or observed
clinical responses, other tasks could be undertaken (e.g., alternate
forearm movements, finger tapping, listening to the observer's
voice, picture naming, etc.). Patients were asked to report any
symptom they experienced as soon as possible and were immedi-
ately examined and carefully questioned by the observer. Clinical
and electrical findings were documented using a standardized
form, and stored on hard drive.

2.3.2. DES-evoked auditory perceptions
DES-evoked auditory experiences occurring in the absence of

any corresponding sound input were characterized as hallucina-
tions, and further divided into simple hallucinations (elementary
sounds such as clicking, whistling, ringing, buzzing) or complex
hallucinations (elaborate auditory phenomena such as music or
voices). In contrast, DES-induced modulations of existing environ-
mental sounds were categorized as illusions (change in loudness,
pitch, distortion, echo …). No additional sounds were presented to
the participants other than the ambient sounds such as voices or
environmental noises occurring in the room. DES-evoked percep-
tions bearing characteristics of both types were considered mixed
responses (i.e., echoing phenomenon accompanied by whistling
sounds).

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Review of iEEG recordings and pre-processing
The raw data for each DES trial inducing an auditory symptom at

50 Hz was reviewed and annotated. Because only three auditory
symptoms were evoked using 1 Hz stimulations, those were not
further analyzed for the present study.

Each trial was annotated as follows: 1) stimulation start and end
(visually identified based on the stimulation artifact), 2) auditory
symptom onset (based on the video recordings), and 3) end of the
post-discharge (fast oscillations occurring due to stimulation). The
post-discharge activity was identified by visual examination of the
recordings by an expert neurologist. The primary post-discharge
management strategy was to implement ROI and HFA modulation
analyses in a target time window excluding post-discharge activity,
which was the case during stimulation. The risk of the results being
biased by post-discharge activity was therefore mitigated.
Furthermore, among all the stimulations performed, 30% of
1080
recordings were found to present a post-discharge, and a total of 9
recordings with symptoms lasting longer than the duration of the
stimulation. This thus provided insufficient data for robust HFA
analysis in this selection of recordings to precisely map and
compare whether results may have been influenced by subsequent
post-discharges. In addition, the post-discharge activity in time-
frequency domain is found to occupy the 3e45 frequency range,
which was not the frequency range of interest in the present study.
Finally, bad channels were automatically labeled and excluded from
analysis [24].

2.4.2. ROI analysis
In this approach, the data was clustered by symptom type (i.e.,

illusion, hallucination, mixed). In case several auditory responses
were obtained at different intensities for a given channel, only the
response obtained at the lowest intensity was kept for analysis. To
quantify the capacity of a given brain region to generate an auditory
response upon stimulation, the responses from electrode contacts
belonging to the same ROI were pooled together.

2.4.3. HFA analysis
Tomaximize the amount of data for robust network analysis, we

kept all recordings during which a symptom was provoked using
50 Hz DES, irrespective of whether a symptom had previously been
evoked at a lower intensity.

2.4.3.1. Single trial processing. First, single trials were processed
following the epileptogenicity mapping procedure developed in
our team [25] and recently used for language mapping [26]. Periods
of interest of the SEEG recordings were taken during DES and
baseline activity was chosen in the [30 5]s interval prior to stim-
ulation onset (Fig. 1B). All time series were transformed into time-
frequency maps for each channel (Fig. 1C). Spectral power was
computed between 70 and 150 Hzwith a 1 Hz frequency resolution,
using a Hanning-tapered decomposition with a fixed window
length of 1s and a 100 ms step size. A notch filter was applied to
remove harmonics of line noise between 98 and 102 Hz, and be-
tween 148 and 152 Hz. Z-score normalization of DES time fre-
quency maps was performed by dividing the DES signal to time
frequency domain transform by the mean baseline estimate [27].
Stimulation artefacts suppressed by ignoring values of z-scored
SEEG power above 10, and outliers were ignored by averaging over
the frequency dimension when computing SEEG power timeseries.
For sake of caution, SEEG power matrix elements with a z-value
above 10 in over 5% of channels were removed, including those for
which the threshold was not reached. The time frequency maps in
the selected time bins were log-transformed and spatially inter-
polated to produce images for statistical analysis. In standard space,
the power values for each electrode contact were mapped to the
corresponding electrode contact position. Spatial interpolation
restricted voxels to the structures most often explored in presur-
gical protocols for temporal lobe epilepsy, namely the neocortex,
the hippocampus, and the amygdala. The method used is described
in depth in Ref. [28]. Briefly, for each contact, mesh vertices within a
1 cm radius are detected and each vertex detected for at least one
electrode is assigned the weighted average of the SEEG power
values of all nearby electrodes, with weights chosen as the inverse
of the distance between the vertex and the electrodes, the closest
electrode thus receiving the highest weight. Gaussian smoothing
was performed using a 3 mm kernel width, in the same order of
magnitude as the distance between contacts, for family-wise error
rate control in the case of spatially correlated imaging data [29].

A two-sample t-test was used to compare symptom perception
to baseline and statistical significance was determined by the FWE-
corrected associated p-value using p < 0.05 as a threshold. Thus, the
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regions displaying significant HFAmodulations during DES induced
auditory symptoms were obtained for each trial.
2.4.3.2. Group level analysis. To specify the group average spatial
distribution of recorded responses for each auditory symptom type
evoked during DES, analysis ran as follows: first, a binary mask was
derived from the SEEG log power statistical maps previously ob-
tained at a p¼ 0.05 threshold (Fig.1D). Voxels displaying significant
SEEG power values during an auditory response were kept for
further analysis and assigned to their corresponding atlas ROI. Each
ROI containing at least one significant voxel was therefore consid-
ered active during the evoked symptom, while regions having
received no significant voxel attribution were considered inactive.
For visualization purposes, the atlas resolution was set at 3 mm
isotropically and ROIs were dilated by one voxel to avoid gaps on
surface-based representations.

ROI-level binary maps were averaged across trials to obtain
group probability maps of symptom-related SEEG power modula-
tion. For each symptom type, an additional threshold of minimum
10 recordings per ROI was applied for sake of reproducibility. The
group probability maps, further referred to as HFA maps, range
from 0 (no significant HFA power increase in the ROI during any of
the recordings) to 1 (systematic HFA increase during symptom
perception).

We determined the probability threshold to be used for statis-
tical significance of the group level probability maps at a p-value
<0.05 (henceforth referred to as alpha value to avoid confusion
with the probability value) using surrogate distributions of group
level probability for each ROI [30]. They were obtained by redis-
tributing randomly in space the same number of activated ROIs at
the single trial level and regenerating the group probabilities (for
each condition and for the difference between condition). By doing
this multiple times (19 realizations were done), we could generate
null distributions of group probabilities under the assumption that
spatial patterns were randomly distributed but with an equal de-
gree of activation. This sets the probability threshold (at
alpha<0.05) at a value specific to each ROI because of the hetero-
geneous spatial sampling between subjects.
3. Results

3.1. Initial assessment of recordings

A total number of 2610 cortical sites were recorded throughout
the experiment, with 1578 sites in the right hemisphere and 1032
sites in the left hemisphere (Fig. 2A). A total number of 141 stim-
ulations were reported to have elicited an AR during DES at 50 Hz
and at intensities between 1 and 3 mA (mean 1.6 mA, median
1 mA). The median number of areas having elicited an auditory
symptom per single patient was 2, and stimulation to different
areas in the same patient was found to elicit different symptoms.
Stimulations lasted between 0.5 s and 5 s (mean 4.1 s). Among the
141 associated recordings, 4 had all channels labeled as ‘bad’ and
were not subsequently analyzed.

For ROI-based analysis, recordings of symptom evocation at
lowest intensity were kept, narrowing down the analysis to 127
recordings and a corresponding number of auditory responses. For
network analysis of symptom-related high frequency oscillation
modulation, we chose to keep all good quality recordings to
maximize the amount of data for the group analysis, so a total
number of 137 recordings. With the components of mixed re-
sponses considered independently, there was a total count of 144
auditory symptoms for HFA analysis.
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3.2. Overview of auditory responses to DES

Auditory responses (AR) were in majority the only sign reported
upon stimulation (80% of cases), with a leftward preference (58.7%
of AR evoked from the left hemisphere). The occasional co-
occurring symptoms included aphasia, visual illusion, tachycardia,
thermic sensations, tactile sensation or loss of sensation, vertigo,
and drowsiness (Table 1). AR were perceived as bilateral in 70 cases
and unilateral in 61 cases (46.5%). Among the unilateral AR, the
majority (93%) were perceived on the contralateral side to the
stimulation site.

A total number of 57 hallucinations were reported (43.5% of all
AR). They were mainly simple hallucinations (73.7% of all halluci-
nations) consisting of elementary sounds, either continuous (such
as whistling, buzzing, ringing, resonating, non specific noise), or
impulsive (drum, hammer, clapping, ticking). Complex hallucina-
tions involved more elaborate perceptions such as sounds
reminding a specific object (washing machine, train, doorbell) or
animal (fly, cicada), voices, or music (Table 1). In one case, the
hallucination was a combination of complex and simple
perceptions.

Participants reported an illusion in 56.5% of cases (Table 1),
mainly in the form of an echo (34%), a sensation of clogged ears
(20%), variations in sound intensity, amplitude, pitch, or lag. Com-
binations of illusions were also observed (25%).

Mixed responses were reported for 10 stimulations, a majority
of which (80%) consisted of an illusion and a simple hallucination.
In 2 cases a complex hallucination was coupled with an illusion.

3.3. ROI analysis

The distribution of the total implanted electrodes and the
electrodes having elicited a given symptom is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the right hemisphere, we observed slightly more hallucinations
(47%) than illusions (45%), and 6 mixed responses (7%). In the left
hemisphere, illusions were predominant (60%) over hallucinations
(32%) and mixed responses (7%). The covariance ellipses (Fig. 1. C)
indicate the centers of mass of illusion and hallucination distribu-
tions and quantifies their level of dispersion and overlap in the
three directions. Illusions showed greater dispersion and an antero-
lateral shift compared to hallucinations, in both hemispheres but
predominantly in the right. Hallucinations were located on average
more postero-medially, with an orientation of the ellipse towards
the temporal pole in the right hemisphere.

Responses were evoked from 42 cortical Juelich ROIs in both
hemispheres, out of 248 atlas ROIs (Fig. 2B). Hallucinations covered
27 regions (18 ROIs of the left hemisphere, 9 ROIs of the right
hemisphere), while illusions extended over 36 regions (18 ROIs in
each hemisphere). Mixed responses were found in 7 regions (3 in
the right hemisphere, 4 in the left).

Among these 42 regions, 21 were common to both hallucina-
tions and illusions (Supplementary Table 2). They included auditory
regions of primary (in Heschl's gyri: bilateral TE1.1, left TE1.0),
secondary (bilateral TE2.2 in the planum temporale, right TE 2.1,
and left temporo-insular region TeI), associative (TI of the left pla-
num polare), and higher order processing (bilateral STS1; right
STS2). They also included integrative regions of the posterior insula
(bilateral Ig1, right Ig2), mid insula (left Id1), and IPL (left area PFcm
and right area PFop). The proportion of hallucinations versus illu-
sions was greater in the primary areas in the right hemisphere, but
not in the left. The proportion of hallucinations was also greater in
the left posterior and mid insula, the left secondary areas TeI and
TE2.2. Conversely, illusions were predominant in the right sec-
ondary auditory area TE2.2 and higher order area STS2. In the left
hemisphere, illusions were predominant in higher order and



Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the processing pipeline. A. Electrode localization, after intra-subject coregistration and transformation to MNI space. According to their MNI
coordinates, each contact is then paired with its correspond ROI from the Juelich parcellation scheme for ROI analysis. B. SEEG timeseries from 2 contacts, in the case of a 50 Hz
stimulation. The symptom produced during this trial was a simple hallucination (buzzing sound). Stimulation lasted 5 s (between t ¼ 0: DES ON and t ¼ 5s: DES OFF). The auditory
symptom started immediately after stimulation onset. The after-discharge ended at the PD mark, 8 s after stimulation cessation, as visible in the r9r8 channel, and not in the t5t4
channel. C. Time-frequency decomposition for the 2 channels after notch filtering and baseline normalization. The 50 Hz stimulation (bright horizontal lines) and its harmonics are
visible, and the stimulation artifact is seen at the beginning and end of the stimulation (vertical lines). In channel t5-t4, no effect is observed during and after the end of the
stimulation at any of the analyzed frequencies. Channel r9-r8 displays activity in the 80e140 Hz frequency band during the stimulation, and a low frequency activation corre-
sponding to the post-discharge starting at the end of the stimulation. D. For HFA analysis, the SEEG power values are averaged for each channel and located at the corresponding
MNI coordinates. A cortical map is produced for each participant and each trial using spatial interpolation of the sparse contact locations. The number of trials ranges from 1 to 8 per
subject. The cortical maps are binarized, pooled together and clustered according to symptom type (hallucinations in green, illusions in red). The superposition of the binary maps
yields the probability map, represented in example here, reflecting for all regions the likelyhood of having SEEG power modulation due to a given induced symptom. In the ROI
analysis, the process is simpler: the binary maps are directly taken as the ROIs that elicited a symptom for each trial. The probabilistic maps represent the likelyhood that a given
region may elicit a symptom if stimulated. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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secondary auditory areas as well as in primary auditory area TE1.1
of Heschl's gyrus.

Several ROIs were exclusively involved in only one symptom
type. Indeed, 6 hallucination-specific regions were found in the left
hemisphere, including areas of the posterior insula (Ig2), hippo-
campus, frontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus, frontal operculum
(OP6) and parietal operculum (OP2) were specific to hallucinations,
but no regions of early auditory processing.

Illusion-specific regions ranged over a wider spatial extent, and
included auditory regions of the superior temporal lobe. Primary
auditory area TE 1.0 and higher order area TE3 were found in the
left hemisphere, as well as mid insular, inferior parietal sulcus, and
inferior frontal gyrus areas. In the right hemisphere, secondary and
higher order auditory areas TE 2.1 and TE 3 were found, alongside
mid, posterior and anterior insular regions, inferior parietal, infe-
rior frontal, and orbitofrontal regions (Supplementary Table 3).

3.4. HFA analysis

In this approach, the recordings performed across over 2000
cortical sites were pooled together to perform probabilistic map-
ping of HFAmodulations during AR. All regions represented in Fig. 3
showed significant modulation compared to baseline, with a min-
imum threshold of 10 recordings per ROI, as required for repro-
ducibility purposes. Regions with high probability values were
consistent in their HFA modulation with respect to symptom
perception, while regions with low probability did not systemati-
cally show HFA modulation across trials during symptom percep-
tion. In addition, to control for variations in topography with an
alpha-value of 0.05, a ROI-specific probability threshold was
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obtained to determine statistically significant results for each
condition and to assess significant differences between the net-
works involved in hallucinations and illusions.

The total spatial coverage of HFA increase involved in halluci-
nations and illusions overlapped in 144 atlas regions bilaterally (out
of N ¼ 248), however only 31 common regions remained after
statistical testing (alpha <0,05, see Supplementary Table S3 for
detailed probability values). Both symptoms involved bilateral
networks including primary, secondary, and associative auditory
regions on the temporal lobe, as well as opercular, insular, parietal,
and frontal regions (Fig. 3).

HFA modulations found significant for hallucinations only
(Table 2a) ranged across 16 bilateral regions, including secondary
auditory regions TE 2.1 bilaterally, as well as areas of periauditorye

insular cortex, left area TI and right area TeI. Parietal opercular
involvement was found specifically in the left hemisphere, inferior
parietal sulcus in the right hemisphere, while bilateral frontal
opercular areas were highlighted. In addition, left sensorimotor
area 4a and right somatosensory area 3a were part of the
hallucination-specific network, as well as higher order areas left
frontal area 44 and left fronto-orbital cortex. Limbic area CA1 of the
hippocampus was highlighted in the left hemisphere.

Looking at significant differences between DES-evoked symp-
toms where hallucinations had significantly higher probabilities
than illusions, 7 regions of the left limbic system and 1 region of the
right limbic systemwere highlighted (Table 2b) in addition to areas
3a and TeI.

HFA modulations found significant for illusions only (Table 3a)
ranged across 27 bilateral regions, including right early auditory
area 1.2, associative auditory areas left TeI and left STS2, and right



Fig. 2. Distribution of electrode contacts involved in the present study. A. Electrode contact location in MNI space for all recorded contacts during the span of the experiment. B.
Distribution of the contacts having generated an auditory perception, per symptom type.C. 3D ellipsoid representation using mean and covariance of the contact distributions for
hallucinations and illusions.
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area TI. Specific insular involvement was found and included pos-
terior, mid, and anterior areas bilaterally. The inferior parietal
lobule was also involved bilaterally, while sensorimotor and so-
matosensory areas were highlighted in the right hemisphere.
Higher order regions of the orbitofrontal cortex and inferior frontal
cortex were also part of the illusion network.

Looking at significant differences between DES-evoked symp-
toms where illusions had significantly higher probabilities than
hallucinations (Tables 3a and 3b), 6 regions of the left hemisphere
were highlighted, including frontal opercular, fronto-orbital, ante-
rior cingulate, and inferior parietal areas.
4. Discussion

The main findings of the present study were 1) illusions and
hallucinations distribute differently in the brain but these distri-
butions overlap to a large extent, with illusions more dispersed
than hallucinations and more in the right hemisphere than in the
left, 2) contrarily to what was expected, certain primary regions
were found to evoke only illusions and certain higher order regions
were found to evoke only hallucinations, 3) the probability maps of
HFA power modulations span similarly far for each perception,
however hallucinations involved a specific limbic network, while
illusions involved a wider ranging specific fronto-parietal and
insular network.
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4.1. Does the auditory system match a hierarchical organisation of
sensory cortices?

Our results shed a nuanced light on the hierarchical model
proposed for sensory cortices, owing to the mix of perceptions
induced at all levels of the proposed auditory architecture. Within
this framework, DES of primary sensory areas is proposed to act as
input at the initial perception level, and be fed forward as such to
the next processing level in the hierarchy. In downstream pro-
cesses, this signal is considered as an original perception, in other
terms: a hallucination [31]. In the case of auditory perceptions, the
characteristics of the hallucinations provoked by DES of the pri-
mary auditory cortex are defined depending on the precise location
of the electrode contact, owing to the fine tonotopy and perio-
dotopy of the primary auditory cortex [32e34]. On the other hand,
stimulation of secondary sensory regions is expected to yield a
different component of perception, with the stimulation not being
recognized as initial input but as a piece of integrative information,
thus an element of modulation of primary perception e an illusion
[31]. In line with this model, illusions induced in our study were
indeed found, in our ROI-analysis, specifically in regions of higher
auditory, in multiple insular sites, in inferior parietal regions, and in
the inferior frontal gyrus. In contrast however, no regions of the
primary cortex were found exclusively evocative of hallucinations.
Instead, the second part of the left posterior insula was specific to



Fig. 3. Results of ROI and HFA analyses Top: results of the ROI analysis. Bottom: results of the HFA analysis, with a full (first line) and a thresholded (second line) colormap, to
enhance differences between hallucinations and illusions.

Table 2a
Regions of the hallucination-specific HFA network (alpha <0.05). In bold are the
regions where the difference between the probability maps for hallucinations and
the probability maps for illusions was significant (p_hallucination e p_illusion is
given in parentheses).

Hemisphere Brain region Jülich parcel Probability

Left Superior temporal gyrus TE 2.1 0.95
TI 0.87

Parietal operculum OP3 0.97
Frontal operculum OP6 0.92
Orbito-frontal cortex Fo7 0.92
Pre-central gyrus 4a 0.89
Inferior frontal gyrus 44 0.91
Limbic - Hippocampus CA1 0.87

Right Sup. temporal gyrus TE 2.1 1.00
TeI 0.95 (0.14)

Frontal Operculum OP6 1.00
Post-central gyrus 3a 0.94 (0.23)
Inferior parietal sulcus hIP 1 0.85
Frontal-II (GapMap) e 1.00
Frontal-I (GapMap) e 0.88
Frontal-to-temp (GapMap) e 0.96
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hallucinations, as well as the secondary auditory area STS2.
Furthermore, the left primary area TE 1.0, supposedly core auditory,
related to illusions, not hallucinations. These results indicate that
the primary auditory cortex is capable of higher order processing
and that conversely, higher auditory areas such as the left STS2 of
the ventral auditory processing stream and IPL of the dorsal pro-
cessing stream, as well as posterior insular regions can be involved
in early auditory processing, in line with previous suggestions of
Table 2b
Additionnal regions where the difference hallucination e illusion was significant.

Hemisphere Brain region Jülich parcel Probability

Left Hippocampus CA2 0.75 (0.29)
HC-presubiculum 0.70 (0.25)
HC-transsubiculum 0.63 (0.27)

Amygdala IF 0.85 (0.37)
SF 0.62 (0.31)
CM 0.72 (0.49)
VTM 0.63 (0.23)

Right Hippocampus HC-transsubiculum 0.77 (0.27)



Table 3a
Regions of the illusion-specific HFA network (alpha <0.05). In bold are the regions
where the difference between the probability maps for illusions and the probability
maps for hallucinations was significant (p_illusion e p_hallucination is given in
parentheses).

Hemisphere Brain region Jülich parcel Probability

Left Sup. temporal gyrus TE 3 0.84
TeI 0.81

Sup. temporal sulcus STS2 0.82
Frontal Operculum OP9 1.00 (0.24)

OP8 0.90
Insula Id2 0.94

Id5 0.91
Ia 0.89
Ig2 0.86

Inferior parietal lobule PGp 0.86 (0.21)
PFop 0.84

Orbitofrontal cortex Fo4 0.88 (0.27)
Fusiform gyrus FG4 0.87 (0.23)
Inferior parietal sulcus hIP 2 0.76

Right Early auditory TE 1.2 0.88
Sup. temporal gyrus TI 0.88
Insula Id3 0.91

Id2 0.88
Ia 0.88
Id4 0.86

Inferior frontal gyrus 45 1.00
Inferior parietal lobule Pfm 0.96

PF 0.92
PGa 0.92
PFt 0.91

Pre-central gyrus 4p 0.93
Post-central gyrus 3b 0.90
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non-core auditory areas presenting sensitivity to acoustic features
of sound [34e36]. This fuels the debate on the precise organization
of auditory processing in humans: the parallel with the core-belt-
parabelt model described in non-human primates remains to be
fully established [36]. High-resolution multimodal brain atlases do
not fully align with the precise subdivisions obtained using
cytoarchitectonic mapping techniques: in line with non-human
primate literature, Glasser's atlas [37] depicts a medial belt region
overlapping over primary regions Te1.0 and 1.2 in Juelich's atlas
[22]. The existence of mixed responses, as well as previous evi-
dence of different symptom types being evoked at the same elec-
trode contact, may reflect how certain cortical assemblies act as
gateways between the components of the sensory structure.

With the HFA analysis, the aim was to further contrast the
network of regions involved in each perception, with modulations
mirroring the emergence of conscious perception [38]. For both
auditory phenomena, the involvement of auditory processing net-
works was expected, possibly ranging from the superior temporal
lobe to fronto-parietal areas following dorsal and ventral streams,
albeit with potential differences in extent. We also expected the
involvement of the limbic system in the perception of sounds
identified as deviating from the normal environment and possibly
involving the activation of gating mechanisms mediated by audi-
tory limbic connections.

The common, consistent involvement during illusions and hal-
lucinations of opercular, insular, and inferior parietal lobule regions
Table 3b
Additionnal regions where only the difference illusion e hallucination was
significant.

Hemisphere Brain region Jülich parcel Probability

Left pACC p24ab 0.82 (0.36)
Inferior parietal lobule PFm 0.79 (0.11)
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in addition to periauditory cortices indeed argues in favor of a
widespread functional network underlying both perceptions. This
is in line with previous findings on dorsal and ventral streams of
auditory processing [39,40].

The main differences were found in the distribution of proba-
bilities in the HFA-modulated network overlap. Strikingly, halluci-
nations modulated the limbic system to a greater extent than
illusions, which is in line with the two aspects of limbic involve-
ment in auditory processing. Firstly, it may be that hallucinations,
as the perception of a non existing sound, may bear a more salient
emotional content than illusions, and this emotional content would
be mediated by the amygdala and hippocampus. However, this
remains speculative in the present study given that emotional
valence of the perceptions was not assessed. Secondly, this finding
is relevant with respect to the role of the limbic system in gating
phantom perceptions, identified as deviating from the normal
sensory environment. Interestingly, illusions were found to
modulate the inferior parietal cortex more strongly than halluci-
nations. This region belongs to the dorsal auditory stream and is
involved in localization of moving sound sources, which is coherent
with the majority of illusions in the present study involving spatio-
temporal features such as echoes and sound lag.

Interestingly, the insula was involved at the ROI level as well as
in the HFA analysis. According to the ROI analysis, mainly the left
posterior insula was a key region for evoking auditory hallucina-
tions, while illusions were evoked bilaterally towardsmore anterior
sections of the insula. The posterior insula is directly adjacent to the
somatosensory and the auditory cortices, and has been described as
the primary region of interoception, involved in a wide range of
sensory perceptions, as well as in contemplative activities and fine
motor behavior. The mid insula integrates the posterior multisen-
sory components with vegetative cues and emotional load, and
connects to the anterior insula. The anterior insula together with
the anterior cingulate cortex, constitutes the main nodes of the
saliency network, responsible for tuning in attention to relevant
stimuli among the wealth of incoming sensations. Our ROI-analysis
results thus agree with a differentiated role played by the insula
depending on the level of complexitye or the degree of integration
e of the perception. In line with this observation, in the networks
analysis the mid or dysgranular insula was found bilaterally
involved in the network common to illusions and hallucinations. In
the symptom-specific networks, areas ranging across the entire
insula were involved in illusions, arguing in favor of illusions
requiring more integration than hallucinations, and of the insula
being an integration channel with a gradient from posterior to
anterior areas.
4.2. Relevance for pathological conditions

Intracortical exploration for severe epilepsy has a history of
auditory signs mostly being elicited by stimulating the superior
temporal gyrus (STG) or the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) [41,42],
as well as the temporal pole [42,43], the mesio-temporal lobe
[44e46], the temporo-occipital junction [42], the parietal lobe [41],
and the insular cortex [47e49]. These elements, however, result
from different stimulation approaches (intra-operative electro-
corticography, extra-operative subdural or depth electrodes) with
stimulation paradigms varying across series, and the exact loca-
tions of the stimulated contacts were often not provided. Further-
more, auditory symptoms have mainly been reported as a side-
effect of studies targeting other brain processes [41e50]. The pre-
sent study proposes a unified approach in a large cohort of par-
ticipants to establish the value of auditory symptoms in semiology
to guide the location of the epileptic zone.
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The large amount of spatial overlap between the regions
inducing each symptom type, the presence of illusions in primary
regions and primary auditory perceptions in secondary or higher
order areas, and finally, the presence of mixed responses, do not
argue in favor of a strong localizing value of specific auditory signs
based on their level of complexity in epileptic semiology. The lack
of univoqual anatomical specificity of auditory symptoms rather
illustrates how the emergence of ictal signs and symptoms depends
not only on the initial location of the epileptic discharge but also on
its spread, type, and the complex spatial-temporal interactions that
it produces within a multiconnected brain network [6].

This study also presents a particular interest for auditory related
pathologies. The auditory-limbic emotional processing and gating
mechanisms are in line with previous findings regarding tinnitus,
which qualifies as an auditory hallucination. In tinnitus, the
perception itself and the associated distress and annoyance may be
respectively facilitated by both auditory-limbic mechanisms
[12,14]. Another result which is relevant specifically to tinnitus
perception, and not its distress component, is the involvement of
the parietal operculum and in particular OP2 in the ROI analysis and
OP3 in the HFA analysis. These regions have been shown to
participate in auditory-somatosensory integration, and have been
proposed to mediate erroneous phantom sound perception
following acoustic trauma [51,52].

In schizophrenia, hallucinations are a salient symptom, often
loaded with negative emotion, however whereby tinnitus has been
used as a basis of understanding [53]. Similarly, a lack of top-down
auditory-limbic regulation to block out irrelevant or erroneous
incoming sensory information has been suggested as facilitating
the emergence of hallucinations [54]. However, the perceptions
differ by far with respect to the psychiatric components specific to
schizophrenia. Interestingly, it has recently been demonstrated that
impaired ability to recognized emotions conveyed in auditory
stimuli was related to poor disease outcome in schizophrenic pa-
tients, and related to impairments in a wide range of auditory
functions [55].

4.3. Strengths and limitations

The superior temporal plane shows considerable individual
variability. We cannot fully neglect a possible influence of interin-
dividual variability on our results, despite spatial realignment. This
may account for a certain amount of dispersion in spatial mapping,
but we do not think that this would lead to primary regions
merging with spatially remote secondary regions such as the STS,
therefore our major observations hold.

To the best of our knowledge, the present dataset is the largest
existing report of DES-induced auditory symptoms, providing a
large spatial coverage of brain regions. Yet we cannot deny that this
coverage remains sparse and is subject to a sampling bias. The ROI
approach and the thresholding used e a minimum of 10 recordings
per ROI, acknowledges and deals with this issue, at the cost of
diminishing the very high spatial resolution of the raw SEEG data.

Finally, inherent to functional brain mapping based on intra-
cortical exploration of focal drug-resistant epileptic patients is the
risk of pathological brain states influencing the results, with the
additional constraint that we needed the maximum available data
for the probabilistic approach. The risk is mitigated at several levels.
First, by including a large number of patients with anatomical
anomalies widely distributed, the influence of pathology in a given
region decreases. Second, by focusing on the time-window free of
any epileptiform brain activity, during the stimulations, our prob-
abilistic approach ensures that the brain signals targeted in the
analysis are representative of physiological brain activity. Finally,
we checked that the symptoms induced by DES targeted in the
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present study were not part of the patients' usual seizure experi-
ence. Thus, a trade-off was reached between using data from
epileptic patients and deriving physiological information based on
the maximum available data for the proposed probabilistic
approach.
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